
Do I need to mix Entry with water?
No, Entry is in a ready to use formulation.  For best results no further dilution is recommended.

Can I use Entry to melt through layers of snow or ice?
Once there is an accumulation of ice or snow pack Entry will cease to be a cost effective melting alternative.  If you need to 
melt through an existing layer or snow or ice we would recommend Alpha Melt for temperatures down to zero degrees 
Fahrenheit and Magnesium Chloride Pellets if temperatures are below zero degrees Fahrenheit.

How is Entry made?
Entry is a blend of Potassium Formate and a proprietary adjuvant formulation designed to optimize every spray droplet into a 
shape that is capable of breaking through the ice lattice.  Additionally Entry’s proprietary formulation is designed to reduce 
corrosion, tracking and balance pH.

Can I use Entry as Pre-Treat?
Entry can be used as a Pre-Treat, but since Entry was designed to break through the ice lattice its performance as a Pre-Treat 
will compare with, but not exceed the performance of other less expensive pre-treatment alternatives.  If a non-chloride 
application or if temperatures were expected to be below 0 degrees F (-18c) then Entry would be a viable pre-treatment 
alternative.  

Will Entry track into my building?
Entry will track similarly to how a rain covered surface would track into a building.  Entry is formulated a pH of 7.3 to 7.8 so any 
tracking that enters the building is at a neutral pH to avoid any issues associated with floor damage caused by high 
pH chemistries.

Is Entry safe on decorative stone?
You should consult with your installation contractor regarding Entry’s safety around decorative stones such as granite 
or marble.  

Is Entry safe to use in around structural metals?
The primary issues with de-icing products being used around structural metals is the corrosivity of chlorides on metals.  Entry 
is a 100% non-chloride product.  You should consult with your structural engineer to confirm that Entry will be safe for the 
specific metals associated with a particular parking structure.  

If I increase my application rate will it increase the amount of frozen precipitation that is able to be melted?
Yes, the higher the concentration of Entry on the sidewalk surface compared to the amount of moisture will improve the 
amount of frozen precipitation capable of being melted and the temperature it is capable of melting at.  

Can I use Entry as a post-treat to help prevent against black ice?
Yes, Entry as a post-treatment will be more effective than chloride based products.  Entry’s refreeze point prior to being diluted 
by any residual frozen precipitation is -63 Degrees Fahrenheit (-53˚ C).  

Is Entry safe on new concrete?
We do not recommend using Entry on new concrete unless it is approved by your concrete contractor as an approved de-icing 
product that will not void your warranty.  If Entry is not an approved de-icing product we would recommend using a high 
performance traction product such as Traction Magic.

Is Entry safe on existing concrete?
Entry is a non-chloride liquid that is blended to a neutral pH and as a result is considered functionally safe on concrete that is 
at least 18 months old if the concrete is properly air-entrained provided the recommended application rates of Entry are 
followed.  The majority of concrete damage is caused by the utilization of deicing products that are not effective to lower 
temperatures.  The result is an increase in the number of freeze and thaw cycles.  As a result of Entry’s low freezing tempera-
ture the quantity of freeze and thaw cycles can be significantly reduced.

Is Entry safe on plants and turf?
Entry is safe on turf and plants if used based upon the recommended rates.

Is Entry safe for pets?
While Entry is safer for pets then the vast majority of de-icing products on the market if pet safety is your number one priority 
we would recommend Safe Paw.
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